Do the write thing challenge.

Inside

(talking)
This is a song about a girl who went through a normal fight with her parents and this is her thoughts of what to do in this situation. Take her advice if you had an experience in like this. Here are some feelings.

Oooooh..

Oooooh..

I sit there in my room
Mind and heart soaring
I hear things smash
And broken glass
I’m scared I’m scared
What’s going to happen next?
Soon this chapter will close
Question is when is the next one going to unfold
When will the drama start up again?

How will anyone one know
The direction to take
And the questions these violent times make
Answers are hidden.
INSIDE.

Your troubling me with all your yells and screams
Breaking everything
Everything in sight
Tables flipping
Shattering
Now cracking
One thing cracking is my heart
But I’m never apart from you

How will anyone one know
The direction to take
And the questions these violent times make
Answers are hidden.
INSIDE.

This chapters ending
Was there even a beginning?
I know that chapters coming
And I learned this is never over
That is why
It's inside me

How will anyone one know
The direction to take
And the questions these violent times make
Answers are hidden.
INSIDE.

(talking)
So I guess many of you who had experienced this are thinking about
your feeling well “express yourself”.

How will anyone one know
The direction to take
And the questions these violent times make
Answers are hidden.
INSIDE.

INSIDE...